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Meet Rod Salem and Sunny McClure - young, powerful CEOs of major corporations - each used to giving
orders. But as of tonight, and for the next three days, one of them is going to be TAKING all the orders - but
not to buy and sell products. And it's not Rod. Sunny lost and now must accept that she will be spanked to
tears, with rows of crimson stripes decorating her blistering-hot backside, kneeling to pleasure her man
orally, accepting the most humiliating bottom-play possible, - in short, obeying his every whim.

This story contains elements of non-consensual oral, vaginal and anal sex, enemas, spankings and paddlings.
If you are offended by such material, you are urged to not buy this book.
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From Reader Review Rod of Correction: Taken and Tamed for
online ebook

Cindy ~ says

On the extreme rating for a Falkner book I would rate this in the middle. Not extreme like Submissive
Desires but still has content some may be uncomfortable with.

Rod Salem and Sunny McClure are both CEO's. They've met via work before and have fantasized about the
other but between there busy jobs and life they've never connected. After one of Rod's poker parties and
every has left but Sunny he proposes one last game of 5 card draw and the winner has to totally submit to the
other in everything. Well of course Rod wins.

Rod's punishments are harsh to Sunny (and any virgin readers to Carolyn Faulkner) at first until she realizes
how freeing it is to not have to think about anything but being a submissive unlike when she is running a
corporation.

Really liked this one.

Janet Juengling-Snell says

A wonderful, yummy story!!!

Discfan2 says

I liked that an entire relationship wasn't crammed into one book. The book basically covered a weekend, and
it was more a friends to lovers with quiet a bit of spanking.

The one thing that annoyed me, and its a publisher and not an author, is that the woman on the cover (at least
the edition I purchased from Amazon) is brunet but Sunny is blond. Even the name says 'blond'.

Christina says

It wasn't the best book of Carolyn's I've ever read but it wasn't the worst novella I've ever read either.

Anna says

Quite enjoyable although it seems this lady will get spanked whether she's good or not with Rod. Otherwise



a well written, interesting foray into some different aspects of BDSM.

Leah says

3*

Alaen says

Started out fine, great concept, but just to much borderline non consensual violence, had to return this book
and DNF.

Dar says

Loved it, loved it, loved it!

Two competitive workaholics get a little tipsy and make a bet. They are both old enough to know better, but
go ahead and act on the simmering attraction that has always been present between them

He is hardcore, spanky happy, dom and she, while having a satisfying sex life, has always been in charge of
who and how things progress in her bed

It was awesome to see these two struggle with their own feelings and doubts. They have small flashes of who
they are and why they are, but most is alluded to rather than blatantly stated.

They each slowly come out of their self-doubt to hedge on what they want from each other as they finally
recognize and act on something that is purely selfish rather than the right or best thing to do

It is also nice that they were a bit more mature than our normal characters and matched each other in that
respect. They had their miles on them, but they weren't beat down and still managed to be optimistic and not
jaded by life's experiences!

Judy Traband says

This was my first Carolyn Faulkner book and will NOT my last. As much as I enjoyed this book, I found
Rod was just a little too intense for me. I like my dom's to be more loving and caring for their subs. I thought
he just did things too fast for Sunny. I didn't get that loving Dom/sub feeling. I knew he loved her throughout
the book, but I did not connect with his type of love... if that makes sense.

I was so mad at Sunny the way she accepted his punishments... there was no regretes from Rod for how he
dealt with her. I almost died and thought about putting the book down when Rod informed Sunny
"In case you didn't realize it, you are never to come without being given permission, and I can tell you that
it's not looking good for this weekend. You are also forbidden from asking to come. If I'm going to allow it,



I'll tell you", again, I like where the dom does everything in his power to satisfy the sub!

I hope there will be a second book about Sunny and Rod.... I'm eager to see where they go with their
relationship. The book is worth the read. Not a quick read, but I was able to finish this in a day and a half.

Jo * Smut-Dickted * says

Everyone knows Faulkner is my girl crush. In general I like her harsher more non-con stories but that's not to
say I haven't enjoyed some of the softer side of Carolyn. Here we get two CEO's equal in brain power.
Surprisingly Rod is very good - and a very good dominant. Yes yes clever name too (all puns to the author).
Sunny matches him wit for wit. Neither is a starry eyed 20 year old. Thank God! They have an adult
relationship not punctuated by the typical pitter patter of teenage girly feet so common in "Billionaire Dom"
novels. Thank Faulkner! The fact that they get to their D/s relationship by a competitive card game tells you
enough about the sparks in this one.

The scenes were sizzling hot - I wouldn't say super harsh but neither are they light. This is definitely one of
the best blends of books. Will stretch some of those more casually kinky and yet still please those of us who
like more-more-more. Sunny really embraces her submission, determined to enjoy it and experience it, and
Rod knows this is his chance. What starts out as just the bet and winner/loser changes to "maybe forever"
though it doesn't have that insta-love feel. My fave scene would be the hide and seek.

The only issues I had with this one are the name of the lady, Sunny and the descriptions of CP. Firstly,
Sunny - Really? OK that's just not a CEO's name. I couldn't help it - every time I read that name I got a look.
Just didn't fit the character. Next Faulkner is a master at the descriptions she uses in her CP scenes. The
words the guy says never fail to arouse me - so much so that if I met a guy like this in real life I'd willingly
kneel at his feet (and I'm a masochist and not a submissive). However here there was not enough of the
descriptions to really get you into the head space. I appreciated the POV switches and was never confused
with them - but I'm used to being more invested in the CP scenes. Don't get me wrong they were good - it's
just I'm used to great.

Still a solid quality Faulkner for your collection!

Breann Bianco says

This book wouldn't have taken me forever to finish if I wasn't so busy! It was an easy read. I really liked how
you have these two successful people and the one wanted to bend the other into submission. It wasn't easy
for her but she discovered more about herself than she thought. It was a decent book.


